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A density matrix treatment of the time evolution of the third order polarization response 
describing the optical heterodyne detected (OHD) transient birefringence and dichroism excited 
by ultrafast pulses is given. The relationship between frequency domain (Raman scattering) and 
time domain (pump-probe) spectroscopies is revealed by this pathway explicit description. 
Constructive and destructive interferences between time evolution density matrix pathways 
account for the respective strong birefringent and weak dichroic ground state nuclear response 
when the pulses are electronically nonresonant. However, for electronically resonant 
chromophores, the dichroic response is larger than the corresponding birefringent response due 
to constructive and destructive interferences respectively between density matrix time evolution 
histories. No such interferences contribute to spontaneous Raman scattering. The relative 
magnitude of the resonant dichroic and birefringent responses is pulse width dependent in the 
fast pulse limit and dependent on the relative rates of optical dephasing and ground state nuclear 
motion in the rapid optical dephasing limit. The spatial interpretation of the ground and excited 
state OHD polarization responses is given within the context of this polarization approach and 
the familiar Maker-Terhune notation. These relationships between time and frequency domain 
spectroscopies are illustrated by the observed OHD birefringence and dichroism and the 
spontaneous Raman spectra of both a nonresonant liquid (chloroform) and a resonant solution 
( I2 in n-hexane). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Impulsively excited quantum beats or coherences at- 
tributable to nuclear motions in ground or excited elec- 
tronic states are a molecular response often detected in 
ultrafast pump-probe studies. Such beats are observed in 
spontaneous fluorescence,‘-3 impulsive stimulated scatter- 
ing (1%) ,4*5 transmission correlation,6*7 transient absorp- 
tion,8’9 and transient birefringence and dichroism5*10-‘2 
measurements and other four-wave mixing spectroscopies 
using ultrafast light pulses. The time dependence of these 
coherences, as well as the decay of the pump induced pop- 
ulation, is a direct measure of both intra and intermolecu- 
lar dynamics. Scherer et al. have recently reported the im- 
pulsively prepared optical heterodyne-detected (OHD) 
birefringence and dichroism of both electronically nonres- 
onant liquids and resonant solutions.r3’r4 OHD 
birefringence/dichroism may be described as polarization 
selective pump-probe spectroscopy. This technique allows 
the complex character of the third order polarization re- 
sponse to be separately observed by the choice of the rel- 
ative local oscillator phase (vi& infra) . The OHD birefrin- 
gence and dichroism, pumped and probed by 30 fs pulses 
resonant with the B-state absorption of I2 in alkane solu- 
tions, unequivocally demonstrates the three types of in- 
tramolecular responses anticipated for resonant one-color 
pump-probe studies: excited state population and vibra- 
tional coherent superposition decay, and ground state vi- 
brational coherent superposition decay. As discussed else- 
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where,13 the decays of the excited state contribution to 
these OHD responses establish the B-state predissociation 
lifetime as 200 fs in n-hexane (at 580 nm). 

Mukamel and co-workers”-‘* have derived a general 
framework for the description of two-pulse pump-probe 
spectroscopies. The extension of this formalism to explicit 
optical phase sensitivity has also been considered and ap- 
plied to the description of the OHD birefringence and di- 
chroism experiments mentioned above.” This highly com- 
pact formalism is based on a nonlinear polarization density 
matrix description of pump-probe spectroscopy with well- 
separated pulses. 

The total macroscopic third order polarization may 
equivalently be derived by summing over all possible time 
evolution histories of the bra/ket-radiation interactions.*’ 
Here we derive the OHD birefringence and dichroic signals 
due to electronically resonant and nonresonant ultrafast 
excitation based on such a density matrix approach where 
the explicit contributions of each distinct bra/ket time ev- 
olution history are considered separately. This pathway 
explicit approach provides a basis for qualitatively under- 
standing the relative magnitudes of the pump-probe polar- 
ization measurements as well as a framework for a com- 
parison of the various time and frequency domain Ps or 
4-wave mixing spectroscopies such as OHD birefringence, 
dichroism, ISS, RIKES, (resonance) Raman scattering 
and resonance fluorescence. In particular, the relationship 
between resonant and nonresonant Raman and OHD bire- 
fringence and dichroism is examined in detail here. 

As for any sum-over-states or sum-over-time histories 
description of nonlinear spectroscopy, the relative phases 
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of the various contributions may significantly affect the 
observed intensities. Interferences between the brantet ev- 
olution pathways have been shown to play a significant role 
in the description of several frequency domain spectro- 
scopies. For example, density matrix interferences are cen- 
tral to the analysis of the spectrum of resonant secondary 
radiation, i.e., resonance Raman and resonance fluores- 
cence emission,21-23 and account for the appearance of ex- 
tra features in resonant CARS spectra.” Such interferences 
are shown here to play a crucial role in determining the 
complex character of the third order polarization ampli- 
tude and hence the relative magnitude of transient birefrin- 
gent and dichroic responses. 

polarization components, P&(t), within the probe (detec- 
tion) bandwidth. Each polarization contribution, &(t), 
represents a distinct or sum of distinct bra/ket time evo- 
lution histories as shown below. 

Since several third order density matrix treatments of 
pump-probe spectroscopies have already been given16*25-27 
only the most salient features relevant to the OHD tech- 
nique will be summarized here. The nth order density ma- 
trix element due to n radiation field interactions is repre- 
sented by 

i t 
db:b(f) =z s 

dt’Rab(t-f)E(t’)p;$(t’)pab. (4) --m 

The analysis of electronically resonant OHD birefrin- 
gence and dichroism will be analytically considered here 
for two pulse duration limits: (i) when the pulse duration 
is much shorter than the dephasing time of the resonant 
optical transition, and (ii) when the optical dephasing rate 
is faster than the pulse duration. For the short-pulse reso- 
nance condition (i), the relative strengths of the birefrin- 
gence and dichroism is shown to be pulse width dependent. 
In addition, the pathway explicit approach given here al- 
lows a simple spatial interpretation for the various ground 
and excited state intramolecular responses observed in 
these OHD signals. 

&=p” is the initial (t= - 00 ) population of level i. 
Throughout this treatment all molecular transition mo- 
ments, p,b, will be taken to be time independent (effec- 
tively the Condon approximation, i.e., an electronic tran- 
sition moment independent of nuclear motion) and the 
complex material response function will be given simply in 
the Bloch approximation form as 

The expressions and relationships between time (OHD 
polarization pump-probe) and frequency domain (Ra- 
man) spectroscopies derived here are compared with ex- 
perimental observations for both a nonresonant sample, 
chloroform, and a resonant chromophore, I2 in n-hexane. 
Chloroform has two Raman active low frequency intramo- 
lecular modes at 262 and 369 cm-’ which are, respectively, 
depolarized and polarized bands and hence are both acces- 
sible via pump-probe studies with 30-60 fs pulses. The 
corresponding resonant Raman and resonant OHD 
birefringent/dichroic comparison will be shown for 580 
nm pump-probe of 5 mM I2 in n-hexane. 

Rob(t) =,-(&7b+l/~a5)t. (5) 
Furthermore, all radiation fields will be described classi- 
cally and be assumed to have a Gaussian pulse duration 

E(t) = (Ed2)e-“‘*‘{e”‘+e-“9. (6) 

The probe LO field is chosen to be either in-phase (+=O> 
or 90” out-of-phase (r$=?r/2) with respect to the probe 
pulse for a measurement of the dichroic or birefringent 
response, respectively. Thus in the slowly varying ampli- 
tude approximation (0, l/7), 

aho at (t$=O) = -qfiE,,&* sin iIt, 

a-EL0 
at (+=r/2) = -r/i2E&2’272 cos at. 

(7) 

II. THEORY 
qEo is the adjustable LO amplitude. If the total third order 
polarization is expressed as the Fourier series component 

A. A density matrix description of OHD birefringence 
and dichroism 

1. General considerations 
The pathway explicit contributions to the OHD polar- 

ization signals may be described in terms of the energy 
loss/gain of a probe field, called here the local oscillator 
field (LO), as a function of interpulse time delay (td) byI 

Wtd3=- s aEL0 O3 P(t) atdt, (1) -co 
where 

=2 Re p’(t)cos lilt+2 Im p3(t)sin fit (8) 

then p3(t) is the complex scalar wave amplitude of the 
third order polarization at frequency R. Due to the phase 
selectivity of the LO, the birefringent and dichroic re- 
sponses are thus proportional to the real and imaginary 
parts of the complex third order polarization amplitude 
p3(t), respectively [Rqs. (l), (7), and (S)]. 

2. Nonresonant pump-probe 

ELo(,j) = (?1Eo/2)e-?/*P{ej(nt+~)+e-i(ot+~)~, (2) 

and &(t) =pL,*b&,(t) +c.c. (3) 

4 is the phase of the LO with respect to the probe pulse. 
p(t) is the total third order macroscopic polarization that 
results from the sum over all the contributing third order 

When the pump frequencies are off-resonant with all 
electronic transitions, only the nuclear response of the 
ground electronic state contributes to the transient OHD 
polarization signals ( td > 7). 16J7,20 The third order polar- 
ization created by two nonresonant ultrafast pulses with 
interpulse delay greater than the pulse duration is given by 
the sum of two distinct bra/ket time evolution pathways. 
These two histories, referred to here as pathways I and II, 
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FIG. 1. The two density matrix time evolution pathways that contribute 
to the ground state nuclear response of the optical heterodyne detected 
(OHD) birefringence and dichroism of an electronically nonresonant ma- 
terial. Solid and dashed arrows correspond to bra and ket side time evo- 
lution. Time is increasing from left to right in each diagram. Path I 
contributes to nonresonant Raman scattering. Path II contributes 
to CARS. 

are pictured in Fig. 1 for the three-level (electronically) 
nonresonant i,e,f molecular system. In pathway I, the ini- 
tial bra (ket) (iI is first polarized to state (f 1 at second 
order and then the remaining ket (bra) is promoted to 1 e) 
which results in the third order polarization, P$ Within 
the rotating wave approximation, this is the time evolution 
history that accounts for nonresonant Raman scattering 
and the Raman component of resonant secondary radia- 
tion.2”22 In pathway II, after the ground state coherence 
p&is created by the first pulse, the probe pulse prepares the 
third order polarization ee by promoting the original bra 
(ket ) to virtual level e (see Fig. 1) . This is a time evolution 
history that contributes to ground state CARS signals.20 
Note that the original ket (bra) is unexcited as the bra 
(ket) solely undergoes the electric field driven evolution in 

pathway II. For these nonresonant pump-probe signals, 
pathway I results in the i-+ f material population change 
(inelastic or active spectroscopic change) whereas path- 
way II returns the system to the original population level 
(elastic or passive spectroscopic event). 

When the optical dephasing constant of the off- 
resonant electronic transition is neglected relative to the 
detuning from resonance (~-0 > l/Tz) and the rotating 
wave approximation is assumed, the path specific mean 
energy loss/gain of the dichroic LO field is given by 

-7jKf-k 
W(4j,4=0) = *2 G(afi)e -td’T2u COS Wf itd Path I, 

(9) 

rlKfi 
=A( A- Wfi) G(afi)e -t~T2V COS Wf ird Path II. 

(10) 
The corresponding nonresonant birefringent responses for 
each of the two possible bra/ket time evolution pathways 
are 

w(td,$=7T/2) =y G(tifi)e-‘dT2uSin wfitd Path I 

(11) 

TJ= 
=A( A--f;) G(tifi)e-JT2uSin Wfifd Path II, 

(12) 

K= IPei121Pef12 p?~ 
8fi3 , , A=G--~, 

and 

G(ofi) =2r?e&% (for 7 < Tzu and td> r). (13) 

T2, is the total dephasing time constant of the ground 
electronic state vibrational coherence. For off-resonant 
pulses, A-A--ofil and hence the pathway explicit OHD 
contributions are in-phase or v out-of-phase with nearly 
equal amplitude for the birefringent and dichroic re- 
sponses, respectively. Thus the magnitude of the off- 
resonant birefringent and dichroic responses is determined 
by alternatively constructive and destructive interferences 
between third order polarization contributions pi and ef 
arising from density matrix time evolution pathways II and 
I, respectively. Consequently, the transient nonresonant bi- 
refringence due to impulsive pump-probe pulses is much 
larger than the dichroic response. 

When the electronic dephasing rate, l/T,, is neglected 
with respect to the detuning A or A--wfi after the sum of 
pathway I and II polarization contributions is evaluated 
[note Eqs. (43) and (44) below], the off-resonant OHD 
birefringence and dichroism responses for this three level 
system (RWA), including the initial thermal population of 
level f, are given by 
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W( td)bL - I,,l,,nI~~i121~~f12(2A--~i) 
Z$+i3A2(A-Wfi)2 

X sin Of $8 -t&u, (14) 

w(f,)dic= ‘pu’prfi I Pei I 2 I Pef I 2A _ o2 2 
&+.+&2(&Wfi)2 e fr (d-Pof) 

l/2 

sin{wf$d+ 8}e-‘JG”, 

(15) 
where the integrated pulse energy flux is detined as (units 
of energy area-’ per pulse) 

I=q$ 
s 

m I,?(t) j2dt=rr”2m,&jJ2 (16) -co 
and 8=arctan( OfiT2/2), e. is the electric permittivity and 
Ipr = &xl * Hence, the intramolecular vibrational contribu- 
tion to the nonresonant OHD birefringence [Eq. ( 14)] will 
appear as a damped sinusoidal response without any addi- 
tional constant phase shift. The corresponding nonreso- 
nant dichroic response may be phase shifted with respect to 
the birefringence by 8. This phase shift is determined by 
the relative magnitudes of the vibrational frequency (Wfi) 
and the optical dephasing time of the off-resonant elec- 
tronic transition (2/T,) in this RWA three-level treat- 
ment. If the off-resonant electronic contribution is ne- 
glected or if tifi,2/T2, then 8+?r/2 and 

W(td)dic-@fiCOS Ofit&-td”e (17) 
Thus the phase of the off-resonant dichroic response is 
sensitive to the damping dynamics of the nonresonant 
source of polarizibility or, in other words, this phase is 
dependent on the small but finite spectral overlap between 
the pulse and the weak tail of the off-resonance electronic 
transition(s). Hence, dynamics on both the ground or ex- 
cited electronic state surfaces contribute to the nonreso- 
nant dichroic response. An analogous damping dependent 
contribution to the nonresonant OHD birefringence also 
occurs, however, it is weaker by a factor of T, ‘/A than the 
sinusoidal birefringence response [Eq. (14)] given above 
[see Eqs. (43)]. The relative importance of this excited 
state contribution to the off-resonant dichroism as com- 
pared to the corresponding birefringence is due to the de- 
structive and constructive interferences, respectively, be- 
tween pathways I and II polarization contributions 
discussed above. It should also be noted that these results 
are derived within the Condon approximation and the non- 
Condon effects, not considered here, may affect the phase 
of the observed OHD signals particularly for nontotally 
symmetric modes. 

The relative magnitude of the OHD nonresonant bire- 
fringence [Eq. ( 14)] and dichroism [Eq. ( 15)] is given by 
the ratio of the off-resonance detuning (A) to the vibra- 
tional quantum (Wfi) or the optical dephasing constant 
(2/T,). Thus the OHD dichroic response is typically 
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FIG. 2. The OHD (a) birefringence and (b) dichroism of CHC13 excited 
and probed by 30 fs pulses centered at 580 nm. The same LO field 
strength is used to obtain these two responses. 

expected to be a few percent of the corresponding birefrin- 
gent signal for most intramolecular responses of nonreso- 
nant samples. The dichroic and birefringent responses of 
chloroform excited by 30 fs pulses centered at 580 nm are 
shown in Fig. 2. These responses are obtained with the 
usual collinear pump-probe geometry. The standard opti- 
cal heterodyne detection experimental arrangement as de- 
scribed elsewhere is employed here for these measure- 
ments.1’-‘3 As seen in this figure, the magnitude of the 
intramolecular ground state vibrational coherence contri- 
bution to the dichroic response is about 5% of that in the 
birefringent response. It should be noted that when 2/T, 
<afi the lowest frequency modes will be discriminated 
against in the dichroic signal due to the Wfi vibrational 
frequency factor [Eq. ( 15)]. 

For off-resonant excitation, A) l/T,, the birefringent 
response is consequently found to be proportional to the 
imaginary part of the nuclear response function R (t) fi. 
When O fi> l/T,, the real part of the nuclear response 
function R (t)fi is probed in the dichroic response. (Exper- 
imentally the ofi> l/T, condition can be verified by the 
observed phase shift.) Furthermore, as discussed above, 
the relative magnitudes of the real and imaginary parts of 
the complex polarization amplitude, p ( t)3, are due to con- 
structive and destructive interferences between contribut- 
ing density matrix time evolution histories (pathways I 
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and II) and not the real or imaginary parts of the corre- 
sponding path-specific susceptibilities alone. 

In contrast to these vibrationally impulsive time do- 
main polarization measurements, off-resonance Raman 
scattering cross section is proportional only to the imagi- 
nary part of g(t) 3 derived from density matrix pathway I 
alone. Hence the real part of the nuclear response function 
contributes directly to a spontaneous Raman scattering 
spectrum. Thus a more complete measure of the nuclear 
response function, at least for modes with Wfi) - 50 cm-‘, 
may be provided by a comparison of the dichroic and bi- 
refringent responses. These time domain measurements are 
analogous to the frequency domain OHD-RIKES tech- 
nique28-30 in terms of the ability of the LO phase to directly 
distinguish between the real and imaginary parts of the 
nuclear response function at least for intramolecular 
modes. 

3. Electronically resonant OHD birefringence and 
dichroism 

When the pump pulse is resonant with an electronic 
transition of a chromophore in the sample volume, addi- 
tional intramolecular (and possibly intermolecular) re- 
sponses in general appear in the birefringent and dichroic 
responses. Under resonance pump conditions the time de- 
pendence of both excited state population and vibrational 
coherences contribute to the OHD transient birefringence 
and dichroic signals in addition to the ground state vibra- 
tional response. In general, the phase and relative magni- 
tude of these three responses will depend on the resonance 
detuning, pulse duration and optical dephasing rates. Ex- 
pressions describing the relative magnitudes of the nuclear 
responses with respect to the LO phase, i.e., dichroism or 
birefringence, can be conveniently considered in two reso- 
nance limits (a) the short pulse/slow optical dephasing 
regime, T < T2 and (b) long pulse/rapid optical dephasing 
limit, T2 < 7. 

a. Short pulse/slow optical dephasing limit (r < T2 and 
td, 7). In the limit that the pulse duration (T) is less than 
the optical dephasing time constant (T,) of the resonant 
electronic transition, the intramolecular OHD dichroic re- 
sponses originating in level i of the four level system pic- 
tured in Fig. 7 are given by 
Dichroism 

XRetG(-Aei>L(&i)l 

XRe[G(A,f)L( -Ah,f)]e-‘dT1 (18) 

W(td)“,h,= -x C ~i$L~~ie++iPY Re[G&f) 
e,e’ 

where 
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RetG(--ky)~(&Jl 
cP=arctan Im[G( -A,f)L(A,i)] ’ 

w~,):$= -F ‘a’ 2, Pi&ie+eflUe’fPP 

T1, T&, Tf, are the excited state population, excited state 
vibrational (a,~) coherence and ground state (Wfi) vibra- 
tional decay constants. The detuning parameters are hei 
=~,i-fi and 

I 

m 

I 

t 
G(Aef)L(-Aerf)= --oo dte-Z’2PeiAefs dtl 

Xe-tf/2Pe-~ --03 4,ftl (21) 

Correspondingly, when the LO pulse is 7r/2 shifted with 
respect to the probe pulse, the intramolecular birefringent 
responses of the electronically resonant chromophore in 
the short pulse/slow optical dephasing limit are given by 

Birefringence 

XRe[G(-Ah,i)L(A,i)lIm[G(A,f) 

X L( -Ah,f)]e-tdT1, (22) 

NE;3 wan= -x C P&e~ie~PCle~fPP Im[G(A,ff) e,e’ 
xL(-Ah,,i)l[CIm[G(-Ah,f)L(A~i)])* 
+Rc[G(-Ah,f)L(Aei)]*]“* 

x sin{of itd+@)e-td%, (23) 

XL(Ae,i)]e-td/T;Ucos~e,etd. (24) 

The relative magnitudes of the dichroic and birefrin- 
gent responses in this short pulse limit are determined by 
the pulse duration and the detunings of the pump and 
probe carrier frequencies from electronic resonance. When 
the pulse convolution integral G(A) L( A’) is defined as 
above [Eq. (21)] the real and imaginary parts for near 
resonant short pulses can be approximated by (see the 
Appendix) 

ReG(A)L(A’)-(l-A’*?/2)(1-A2?/2)7r?, 
(25) 
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FIG. 3. Real (squares) and imaginary (diamonds) parts of Gaussian 
pulse integral G(A)L(A’) [defined by Eq. (21)] as a function of A-A’ 
for pulse durations (FWHH) of 25 and 50 fs. 

ImG(A)L(A’)-(l-A’*g/2)(1-A*$/2) 

X71.“*rs(A-Ah’), (26.) 

thus 

Im G(A)L(A’) 
Re G(A) L(A’) “$ (‘-“)’ (27) 

As the pulse duration (7) decreases, the contribution of 
Im G(A) L (A’) relative to Re G(A) L( A’) correspond- 
ingly decreases. Consequently, the relative magnitude of 
the resonant dichroic and birefringent responses is a func- 
tion of the pump and probe pulse durations in this fast 
pulse limit [see Eqs. ( 18)-(20) and (22)-(24)]. In addi- 
tion, the finite pulse duration, i.e., the relative real and 
imaginary character of the two-time integral G(A) L (A’), 
accounts for a small phase shift in the ground state re- 
sponses. The real and imaginary parts of this function are 
plotted in Fig. 3 for two different pulse durations as a 
function of detunings from the pulse carrier frequency (A 
-A’). For the resonant OHD I2 experiments referenced 
here using 30 fs pulses (FWHH), r=12.8 fs, 
A--h’--oif- 27rc(200 cm-‘), and hence ImG(Aepf) 
L( -ArJ/Re G(A,,f) L( -A,~i) -0.3. Thus for pulses of 
this duration ( -30 fs) the resonant dichroic signals are 
larger than the corresponding resonant birefringent re- 
sponses [compare Eqs. (18)-(20) with Pqs. (22)-(24)]. 
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FIG. 4. Calculated resonant (a=~,) OHD biiefringence and dichroism 
signals due to a ground state vibrational coherence (ofi= cm-‘, 
T&= 1.4 ps) as a function of pulse duration in the fast pulse limit (T 
< T,). Relative intensity units are the same for each panel. 

The effect of pulse duration on the relative dichroic 
and birefringent impulsive OHD responses in this fast 
pulse resonant limit is also demonstrated in Fig. 4. The 
contribution of a ground state vibrational coherence (Ofi 
=200 cm-‘, T&= 1.4 ps) to these signals due to resonant 
(fi = W,i) pulses is shown for conserved pulse energy as a 
function of pulse duration. The dependence of the relative 
birefringence and dichroic signals, as well as a r-dependent 
phase shift, is clearly evident in this figure as the pulse 
width is changed from 10 to 70 fs. 

The relative magnitudes of the resonant OHD dichro- 
ism and birefringence can be more readily understood in 
terms of the component density matrix pathways contrib- 
uting to the ground and excited state molecular responses. 
The density matrix evolution diagrams contributing to the 
ground state vibrational coherence response is shown in 
Fig. 5 (same as Fig. 1 except state e is real). The path 
specific contributions to the resonanf ground state vibra- 
tional response originating in level i for the three level 
system (e=e’) are 
Dichroism 
Path I 

w(td) = --K(a*+b*)e-‘d~O COS afttd. (28) 
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FIG. 5. The two density matrix time evolution pathways that contribute 
to the ground state nuclear response of the optical heterodyne detected 
(OHD) birefringence and dichroism of an electronically resonant three 
level system. Solid and dashed arrows correspond to bra and ket side time 
evolution. Time is increasing from left to right in each diagram. The last 
interaction is represented by a double sided arrow since the collapse of the 
third order polarization can result in population of either level e or f 
(path I) ore or i (path II). 

Path II 

W(td) = -K(tZ2+b2)e-td~u sin(ofitd+o). (29) 

Birefringence 
Path I 

W(td)=K(a2+b2)e-‘d~usi~~f$d. 

Path II 
(30) 

w(td) =K(a2+b2)e-‘~~ucos(ofitd-+z), (31) 

where 
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K=?~RE;:I~FL~~I~I~FL~~I~P~/~~~, 
a=Re[G(-A,f)L(A,i)l, 
b=Im[G( -Aef)L(Aei)], 

and 

(32) 

a2-b2 
a=arctan 2ab I 1 . 

These pathway dependent polarization components to the 
resonant (0 = O,i) birefringence and dichroism are plotted 
in Fig. 6 for the wfi=200 cm-‘, Tf,=1.4 ps vibrational 
coherence and 10 and 70 fs pulse durations. In contrast to 
the ofiresonant path specific intramolecular dichroic and 
birefringent responses [Eq. (9)-( 12)], path I and path II 
derived polarizations, respectively, P$ and & construc- 
tively interfere for the resonant dichroic response and de- 
structively interfere for the resonant birefringent response. 
Furthermore, these path dependent polarization compo- 
nents are phase shifted with respect to each other as a 
function of pulse width (see Fig. 6). Hence, the extent of 
this interference between time evolution pathways is con- 
sequently dependent on the pulse duration. Pathway II 
introduces a td independent phase shift to the resonant 
ground state responses in this fast pulse/slow optical 
dephasing limit [Eq. (31)]. 

Similarly, interfering contributions from different den- 
sity matrix histories account for the relative magnitude of 
excited state coherences in resonant dichroic and birefrin- 
gent responses. The density matrix evolution diagrams re- 
sponsible for the excited state vibrational coherence signal 
are shown in Fig. 7. Pathways 1 and 4 contribute to e,f 
and pathways 2 and 3 contribute to &. The corresponding 
OHD dichroism and birefringence due to each of these 
polarizations are 
Dichroism 

e,f Paths 1 and 4 

w(td):;= - K[al(aj2+b;Z)1’2]e-~~‘Te2usin(Oe)efd+B). 
(33) 

ef Paths 2 and 3 

W(td)~~~=K[al(ajz+bj2)1’2]e-‘d/~usin(o.~dd--8). 
(34) 

Birefringence 

Z$f Paths 1 and 4 

W(td)~~~=K[a,‘(aj2+bjz)‘“]e-‘~~ucos(w,,~d+8). 
(35) 

ef Paths 2 and 3 

W(td)~~~=K[ai’(a;?+b;2)“2]e-tdr;ucos(o,,,td-8), 
(36) 

where 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (37) 

ai=Re[G( -A,,)L(A,,i)], 
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FIG. 6. The pathway I and II explicit OHD (a) dichroism and (b) birefringence contribution of an impulsively excited ground state vibrational 
(wfi=200 cm-‘, Tp,= 1.4 ps) contribution for 10 and 70 fs pulses in the fast pulse resonant (n=o,) limit. Paths I and II are defined in Fig. 1. 

bj=Im[G( -A,f)L(A,,f)], and fi=arctan(a>/b;). 

The magnitude of the resonant excited state vibrational 
dichroic/birefringent response results from constructive/ 
destructive interference between pathways leading to ef 
(pathways 2 and 3) and Z$f (pathways 1 and 4). This 
density matrix pathway interference is pulse duration de- 
pendent as shown above. Each of the path specific nuclear 
responses have identical amplitude but are symmetrically 
phase shifted with respect to each other. This phase shift is 
pulse duration and detuning dependent. 

As Figs. 6 and 7 and Eqs. (25) and (26) reveal, the 
magnitude of both the birefringent as well as the dichroic 
responses will decrease as the pulse duration decreases (for 
a tixed electric field amplitude, Eo). Mathies et al. have 
pointed this out in the context of explicit wave packet cal- 
culations of ti responses.27 In a delta function pulse limit 
G(A) L (A’) = 1, the destructive interferences between I 
and ef, and between P$f and pef will be complete and 
thus only the dichroic responses will be observed. 

Finally, when the initial thermal population of level f 
is explicitly considered in this four level, fast pulse limit, 
the ground state vibrational coherence signals are given by 

Dichroism 

w( td)$= -x C P&ejPiefPLe’i Re [ G(AeIf) 
e,e’ 

X L( -A,,i)]e-‘~~u[ (py+pof) 

XRe[G( - Aef) L(&i) 1~0s @&td+ ( pp- p;) 

XIm[G(-Ah,f)L(AJ]sinwfitd]. (38) 

Birefringence 

m% w(td>$= -T C /Ji$leflielpeti Im[G(Aepf) e,e’ 
X L( -A,,i)]e-‘d~~[ (py+pof) 

XRe[G(-Ah,f)L(A~~)lcosW,itd-t(pP--~) 

X Im [ G( - Aef) L (A,) ] sin @f&d]. (39) 

Thus the temperature dependence of ground state vibra- 
tional contributions to resonant birefringence and dichro- 
ism responses may be pulse width dependent. 

b. Rapid optical dephasing limit (T2 (7). When the 
pulse width is long with respect to the optical dephasing 
decay of the resonant electronic transition, expressions for 
OHD polarization signals can also be analytically derived. 
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FIG. 7. Energy level diagrams describing the time evolution of the ex- 
cited state coherence contribution to the resonant OHD detected birefrin- 
gence and dichroism. Pathways 1 and 4 contribute to I$,, and pathways 
2 and 3 contribute to e,=. As in Fig. 4, solid and dashed arrows corre- 
spond to bra and ket side evolution and time is increasing from left 
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In this limit the homogeneous width of the resonant elec- 
tronic transition is broader than the spectral width of the 
pump/probe pulses. The population decay contributions to 
these responses for td> S- and pulse durations shorter than 
the molecular dynamics of interest (7 < T,) in the rapid 
dephasing limit are given by 
Dichroism 

xe-‘d=I. 

Birefringence 

x e-tdTl f (41) 

tan&=(A,,)/(l/T,); tan&=(Aef)/(l/Tz), 

+A;[+ l/T;; 4=A$+ l/T;. (42) 

When the pulse duration is longer than the optical dephas- 
ing time but shorter than the nuclear dynamics of interest, 
the relative contribution of the population decay to the 
dichroic and birefringent responses of this three level 

system is given by: w( td)dic/ w( td) bir = (tan 0,) - ’ = ( l/ 
T2)/( Cl -wef). If the pump pulse is resonant with the i-e 
transition, n - wef= Wfi and the relative magnitudes of the 
dichroism/birefringence signals are - l/Tz/Wfi. Hence, in 
the limit of this rapid optical dephasing regime where l/T, 
>mfi, the excited state population contribution to the di- 
chroism signal will be larger than the corresponding bire- 
fringence. 

The contribution of ground state vibrational coher- 
ences to the OHD polarization signal are given by the two 
bra/ket evolution pathways (I and II, Fig. 5) discussed 
above. When the initial population of ground state levels i 
and f are explicitly included, the resonant dichroic and 
birefringent responses due to both density matrix histories 
in this fast dephasing limit are 
Dichroism 

“‘PUIPI. -J $ 
w(td)~+Tijq$ e fl I~ei121~ef/2e-rd’~u 

X 
1 

(&--fi) 

T2 
(POf-pp)sin C?)fitd 

--C2(p~+p~)/T~+ (pOf-pP)AePfi 

+ P~W~JCOs @f $d 1 (43) 

Birefringence 

nIp”Ipr 
w( td)Ei+ -&Q3$j e -m>? Ipeil 2 Ipef 1 2e-fd& 

1 

pP+ P; 
X (2Aci--fi) ~2 COS of&d 

+CA,ip~-(A~i--fi)pp)sin afitcj * 1 (4.4) 
The expressions for the off-resonant OHD polarization re- 
sponse given above [Eqs. ( 14) and ( 15)] are obtained from 
this more general result when l/T, is neglected with re- 
spect to A, the off-resonance detuning. In general, the 
phase of this ground state coherence and the relative mag- 
nitudes of the dichroic and birefringent responses will de- 
pend on the detunings ( Aei,Aef), optical dephasing rate 
and ground state vibrational frequency as shown above in 
this pulse limit [Eqs. (43) and (44)]. However, when the 
pump pulse is resonant with the i-+e electronic transition, 
i.e., A,=O, and in this fast optical dephasing limit, we take 
l/T, > tifi, the dichroic and birefringent responses reduce 
to 
Dichroism 

w( td)$= - 
2flIpulpr 

e$c2+i3( 1/T2)2 
e-~~i’I~ei121~~f12e-fdT~” 

X (p~tp~)COS @f&d- (45) 
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X (pof+p~)~fiCOs @fifd* (46) 
The relative magnitude of the above dichroic and birefrin- 
gent responses is again given by l/T,/wfi. Thus under 
these resonance conditions ( T2 ~7, l/T2 > Wfi, and 
n =wJ, the dichroic response will be larger than the bi- 
refringent response and these signals will exhibit rr shifted 
cosinusoidal oscillations. This effect is due to the construc- 
tive (destructive) interference between pathway I and II 
density matrix contributions to the resonant dichroic (bi- 
refringent) response. In this rapid dephasing resonance 
limit, if l/T,-tifi> 7-l the two time evolution pathways, 
I and II, cancel much less completely. Consequently, the 
transient dichroism and birefringence will be of the same 
order of magnitude and a fd independent phase shift will be 
observed. 

The excited state vibrational coherence contributions 
in the rapid dephasing limit to the OHD dichroism and 
birefringence are given by 
Dichroism 

w(td)::= - 
~~,LJ,r 0 - 2 2 
-&3$- Pie Oee’ cLiaui,,~~~e,~- “~ 

X 
I 

cos( -62---6;--tie&) 

rir2 

+ 
cos(6;-6B;+~,&) 

r;r; 

+ 
cos( -68;-6~+ti,t&d) 

4 rt 

+ 
00s(&-t4-@&td) 

r2 rl 

Birefringence 

w(td):: 

(47) 

nlpul,r 0 - 2 2 
= -w Pie Oee’ CLiSLie,~e~e’P- t~~v 

X I sin(-82-e;-O,r$d)+sin(e;-e;+W,,~d) 
rir2 rir; 

+ 
sin(-81--81+W,,~d)+sin(82-e,--0,,~d) 

4 rl r2 rl 1 , 
(48) 

ri2= (Ae,i)2+ l/T;; ri2= (A,,f)2+ l/T;; 
(49) 

tan ei=A,J( l/T2); tan ei=A,,f/( l/Tz). 
The four cosine/sine terms in the dichroic/birefringent re- 
sponses above correspond sequentially to the density ma- 
trix evolution histories labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 7. If we 
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consider the limit where the optical dephasing rate is 
greater than the relevant detunings, i.e., l/Tz)tie*i-an, as 
might be anticipated in the rapid optical dephasing limit, 
then t$z and 0;,2 E 0, and Rqs. (47) and (48) reduce to 
Dichroism 

xeetdGv cos aergd. (50) 
Birefringence 

w(t&$o. (51) 

Thus in the resonant limit where the homogenous line- 
width ( 1/T2) is larger than detunings ad, oeti-fi, and 
wef, w,,f - n ( 61,2 = 0,8;,2 = 0) the excited state vibrational 
coherence contribution to the birefringence is vanishingly 
small compared to the corresponding dichroic response. As 
can be seen in Eqs. (47) and (48), when 01,2, f3i,z = 0 the 
polarization components due to paths 1 and 4, and 2 and 3 
(Fig. 7) constructively and destructively interfere for the 
dichroic and birefringent excited state vibrational coher- 
ence response, respectively. These results are in contrast 
with the conclusions of Ref. 11 where the resonant bire- 
fringence and dichroism responses were attributed to 
ground and excited state dynamics, respectively. 

The amplitudes of the population and ground and ex- 
cited state vibrational coherence nuclear responses have 
distinct pulse width dependences. The population decay 
signals [Eqs. (40) and (41)] are just proportional to the 
integrated pulse energies, at least for pulse durations less 
than the excited state dynamics of interest (r < T,). How- 
ever, the magnitude of the ground and excited state vibra- 
tional coherence contributions to the OHD polarization 
signals [Eqs. (43), (44) and (47), (48)] is a maximum for 
pulse durations of Wfi’ and w:f, respectively. Thus in this 
rapid optical dephasing limit, the population decay terms 
may be much larger than contributions from a particular 
Raman active mode for pulse durations (7) significantly 
smaller or greater than the corresponding period of this 
mode. The analysis presented above is strictly given for a 
four level system. Generalization to multivel treatments, 
particularly necessary for cases of large electron-phonon 
coupling, is straightforward. 

4. Spatial interpretation of time-domain OHD 
bire fringence and dichroism 

In order to make a quantitative comparison of time 
and frequency domain third order polarization dependent 
spectroscopies, the spatial dependence of the pump-probe 
electric field polarizations must be considered. The macro- 
scopic nonlinear material polarization response in the ith 
direction due to three active electric fields polarized along 
the j,k,l space fixed directions may be described using the 
third order susceptibility elements x’+~ In the familiar 
Maker-Terhune notation where the field frequencies obey 
fi=ai +fl2+Ck3 (and the k-vector dependence is sup- 
pressed) we have29-31 
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FIG. 8. Orientation of the linear polarized electric field vectors of the 
pump, probe, and signal fields for the OHD birefringent and dichroic 
measurements. 

e(fi) =X$ -sz,n,,n,,n,>E,(n,)E,(n,>E,(n,>. 
(52) 

Equivalently, in the time domain3’ 

ett)= jdf, Idt,Sdr,Xlixr(t,r,,r,,t,) 

X~j(tl)&(h)&(~3)* (53) 
The time and frequency domain susceptibilities are related 
by the appropriate Fourier transform relationships. For 
purposes of this discussion &kl can represent either the 
time or frequency explicit dependent susceptibility as long 
as the pairing of the time or frequency arguments and the 
spatial indices is preserved.31 Here we will adopt the field 
ordering convention used by Hellwarth xskl( - ~2,~2,fil, 
-0,) for two beam dependent p spectroscopies.31 In iso- 
tropic media there are four nonvanishing susceptibility el- 
ements (ijkl= 1111, 1122, 1212, and 1221) and they obey 
the relationship: 1111=1122+1212+1221. The 1 and 2 
subscripts on x3 represent mutually perpendicular polar- 
ization directions. 

a Nonimpulsive pump-probe polarization spectro- 
scopies. The differential polarized (11 ) and depolarized 
(1 ) cross sections of spontaneous Raman scattering can 
be described by terms that contribute to the imaginary part 
of x3( -‘n2,f12,Q,,-n1) and the isotropic (iso) and an- 
isotropic (aniso) parts of the Raman scattering tensor 
by2ar29 

(544 

da t-1 da 1 
aImX:2tl(-~2r~2,~~,-~~> 

=Imx:221( -fi2,fi2,a,,-‘R1) aaniso. (54b) 

0, and a2 are the linearly polarized incident and scattered 
field frequencies, respectively. 

The nonlinear polarization description of the optical 
field induced birefringence (optical Kerr effect) and its 
Raman resonant version (RIKES) are well known in the 
cw or nonimpulsive limit, i.e., where no vibrational coher- 
ences are directly prepared by the a, or a2 incident beams 
alone. In the typical optical Kerr effect geometry shown in 
Fig. 8, the anisotropy created by a linearly polarized pump 
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FIG. 9. Polarization direction explicit density matrix diagrams corre- 
sponding to frequency domain optical Kerr effect (OKE) or Raman in- 
duced Kerr effect (RIKES) measurements. 

beam is probed by a second beam with its electric polar- 
ization vector oriented at 45” with respect to the pump and 
a new polarization component perpendicular to the probe 
is detected. The active susceptibility elements describing 
this material response may be discerned from the corre- 
sponding density matrix evolution diagram shown in Fig. 
9. If fit and a2 are the pump and probe frequencies, re- 
spectively, then the OKE or RIKES signal is proportional 
to30 

(554 

-x:,22(-n2,LnZ,n,,-n,,. (55b) 

The observed OKE response thus arises from the dzfirence 
between refractive indices parallel and perpendicular to the 
pump polarization direction. Correspondingly, the RIKES 
signal is proportional to the difference between polarized 
and depolarized Raman scattering cross sections of the 
mode at 0, - n2. In terms of the Raman scattering polar- 
izability tensor components, SRrKES is thus proportional to 
is0 + l/3 aniso.2a These relationships hold for electronic 
resonance as well as off-resonance excitation. 

b. OHD polarization spectroscopy with ultrafast pulses. 
Pump-probe measurements of the transient birefringence 
and dichroism due to ultrafast pulses capable of impulsive 
or coherent vibrational excitation are represented by the 
density matrix time evolution diagrams shown in Fig. 10. 
The relative polarizations of the pump, probe, and 
detection/signal fields are the same as described above in 
Fig. 8. In contrast to cw OKE/RIKES measurements the 
fields creating the ground state vibrational coherence have 
the same polarization in the femtosecond polarization ex- 
periments [compare Figs. 9 and 10(a)]. The impulsively 
excited ground state vibrational contribution to the OHD 
transient birefringent or dichroic response is given by [see 
Fig. 10(a)] 

~sohax:221(-~2,n2,~21t-nl) 

+~:,~~(-n~,n2,~21,-n1) aaniso. (56) 
Thus in contrast to the frequency domain RIKES spectra, 
the contributions of impulsively excited ground state 
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PIG. 10. Polarization direction explicit density matrix diagrams corre- 
sponding to the OHD time domain experiments. (a) Ground state vibra- 
tional coherence; (b) excited state vibrational coherence; and (c) excited 
state population. 

Raman coherences to the OHD time resolved birefringent 
and dichroic responses are exclusively proportional to 
the anisotropic part of the Raman scattering polarizability 
tensor. 

Excited state vibrational coherences appear in these 
transient polarization responses when the pump pulse is 
electronically resonant as described above. A correspond- 
ing density matrix time evolution diagram is shown in Fig. 
10(b). The active susceptibility elements governing this 
contribution may be deduced from this diagram and are 
thus found to be 

+x:122(-n2,n2,nl,-R~) aaniso. (57) 

Thus in analogy to the ground state Raman OHD re- 
sponse, the impulsive excited state contributions are pro- 
portional to the anisotropic part of the two-photon tensor 
corresponding to the Raman scattering of the excited elec- 
tronic state vibrational mode due to resonance with the 
e-g transition. 

The density matrix time evolution of the excited state 
population component to the resonant OHD signals is de- 
scribed by diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 10(c). In 
contrast to the impulsive vibrational OHD transient re- 
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FIG. 11. Polarized and depolarized spontaneous Raman spectrum of 
chloroform excited by cw radiation at 580 nm. The imaginary part of the 
Fourier transform of the OHD biiefringence excited by 30 fs pulses at 580 
nm is shown in the lower panel. 

sponses, the excited state population OHD resonant dich- 
roic and birefringent responses are proportional to 

Spopax:221(-n2,n2,nl,-nl) e 
+x:2*2(-~2,~2,~11-~l)l (584 

=x:lll(-~2,n2,n1,-n*) 

-x:l22(-~2,~2,n*1-n,). (58b) 

The excited state population contribution to the OHD sig- 
nals arises from the differential absorption/stimulated 
emission of the probe beam, i.e., 111 l-l 122. Thus the or- 
igin of the population decay response in the ultrafast tran- 
sient regime is identical to that of the cw, i.e., nonimpul- 
sive, OKE or RIKES spectra as described above.30 

III. COMPARISON OF TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN 
POLARIZATION DEPENDENT SIGNALS 

A. Nonresonant excitation 

The polarized and depolarized spontaneous Raman 
spectra of chloroform excited at 580 nm are shown in Fig. 
11. The two intramolecular CHCl, modes at 261 cm-’ (e) 
and 365 cm-’ ( ) a are clearly observed to be depolarized 
and polarized, respectively. The relative intensity (by peak 
height) of the 261 cm-‘/365 cm-’ modes is 6.5AO.5 in 
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FIG. 12. Depolarized Raman spectrum of the 260 cm-’ band of CHCIJ. 
The 7.7 cm-’ bandwidth corresponds to 1.4 ps dephasing time. 

the depolarized Raman spectrum. The imaginary part of 
the Fourier transform of the transient OHD birefringence 
of chloroform pumped and probed by 30 fs pulses centered 
at 580 nm (Fig. 2) and corrected by the autocorrelation of 
the pulses is compared to the depolarized spontaneous Ra- 
man spectrum in Fig. 1 I (b). In agreement with the anal- 
ysis presented above, the relative intensities of the two in- 
tramolecular chloroform Raman active modes are identical 
in the birefringence FT and the depolarized spontaneous 
Raman spectrum. 

The predicted off-resonant interpulse delay depen- 
dence of the birefringent response is exp( - td/ 
T&in @f ,$d [Eq. ( l5)]. Furthermore, this signal is pro- 
portional to the anisotropic part of the Raman scattering 
tensor as demonstrated above. Thus the imaginary part of 
the Fourier transform of the birefringent response should 
correspond to a Lorentzian with a linewidth (FWHH) 
equal to that of the depolarized spontaneous Raman spec- 
trum. From a singular value decomposition fit of the ob- 
served birefringence to a sum of exponentially damped co- 
sinusoidal functions the oscillations corresponding to the 
261 cm-’ mode decay with an exponential time constant of 
1.4 ps. The observed linewidth (FWHH) of this band in 
the depolarized Raman scattering spectrum is 7.7hO.2 
cm- ’ (Fig. 12). This corresponds to a total dephasing time 
of 1.4A .04 ps in excellent agreement with the time domain 
results. Thus the time dependence of the nonresonant 
OHD polarization signals are seen to be proportional to 
the FT of the anisotropic part of the ground state Raman 
scattering tensor in agreement with the discussion above. 
Furthermore, the homogeneous part of the anisotropic Ra- 
man linewidth is often taken as the product of purely ro- 
tational and vibrational dephasing components.32 Such a 
model is consistent with the form of the signal inter-pulse 
delay dependence [s( td)] previously assumed for the anal- 
ysis of the OHD polarization responses, i.e., s(td) 
=R( td) w( td) where the rotational reorientation and vi- 
brational coherence decay are R ( td) and w( td), 
respectively.‘3v20 

1 0.6- 
5 
+ 

f 
SE 
2 0.4- 

0.2- 

O.O- I , I 
100 200 300 400 

Wavenumbers (cm”) 
5 0 

FIG. 13. The depolarized spontaneous resonance Raman spectrum of 5 
mM I, in n-hexane excited at 580 nm. The I, fundamental (210 cm-‘), 
first overtone (420 cm-‘), and an n-hexane band (370 cm-‘) are indi- 
cated. The other weaker features are solvent bands. 

B. Relation of OHD responses to the resonance 
Raman spectrum 

The depolarized spontaneous resonance Raman spec- 
trum of 5 mM I2 in n-hexane excited at 580 nm is shown in 
Fig. 13. Several bands are observed in the 100-500 cm-’ 
region. The I, fundamental (211 cm-‘) is the strongest 
vibrational feature and the 370 cm-’ band of n-hexane is 
the next most intense band. The first vibrational overtone 
of I, and several other solvent bands are also clearly evi- 
dent. The corresponding OHD resonant birefringence and 
dichroism of 5 mM I2 in n-hexane pumped and probed by 
30 fs pulses at 580 nm are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The 
nuclear responses obtained by subtracting the early time 
electronic response are shown in Fig. 14 insets. The I, 
responses dominate the resonant dichroic signal (Fig. 15) 
but are barely evident in the resonant birefringent response 
(Fig. 14). In the Fourier transform of the dichroic re- 
sponse the I2 fundamental and first overtone are clearly 
seen, however, the n-hexane fundamental, the second most 
intense feature in the resonance Raman spectrum (Fig. 13) 
is not detected in the resonant dichroism (Fig. 15).13 By 
contrast n-hexane nuclear responses dominant the birefrin- 
gence of the I, resonant solution (Fig. 14). 

These effects are due to the interferences between the 
contributing bra/ket time evolution histories as described 
above. The resonant I2 dichroic and birefringent responses 
are described by the fast pulse limit; r= 30 fs, T,=200 fs. 
In the n-hexane solution dichroism, the ground and excited 
state vibrational responses of the resonant solute (12) are 
derived from constructive interferences between density 
matrix evolution pathways I and II (Fig. 5) or between 
pathways 1 and 4, and 2 and 3 (Fig. 7), respectively. In 
contrast, destructive interferences between time evolution 
pathways eliminate the nonresonant solvent responses 
from the I, solution dichroism. However, density matrix 
pathways constructively interfere for the solvent and par- 
tially destructively interfere for the resonant solute ( 12) in 
the solution birefringence.The cw spontaneous resonance 
Raman spectrum or more exactly the Raman component 
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FIG. 14. The OHD birefringence of 5 mM I, in n-hexane and neat 
n-hexane excited by 30 fs pulses at 580 nm. The nuclear part of the OHD 
response, I.e., after removal of the shortest time electronic response, is 
given in the inset. 

of the resonance secondary radiation spectrum is propor- 
tional to the imaginary part of p3 derived from just a single 
density matrix evolution diagram (pathway I). No such 
interferences contribute to the spontaneous Raman spec- 
trum. Hence both the resonant solute and the nonresonant 
solvent contribute, weighted by their respective number 
densities, to the imaginary part of the third order polariza- 
tion of the solution and thus the resonance Raman spec- 
trum. The interfering polarization components are a func- 
tion of the capability of ultrafast pulses to directly prepare 
vibrational coherences. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The relative magnitudes of the resonant and nonreso- 
nant OHD birefringent and dichroic responses pumped 
and probed by ultrafast pulses are determined by the con- 
structive or destructive interferences between contributing 
density matrix time evolution histories. When the pump- 
probe frequencies are in a region of optical transparency 
(nonresonant), the birefringent response is on the order of 
10-100 times stronger than the dichroic response due to 
constructive and destructive interference respectively, be- 
tween third order polarization time evolution pathways. 

(a) 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 

Time (PS) 

4 “,“,,,,,‘,,,,,‘,,‘,‘,,‘“,‘,,’ 
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FIG. 15. (a) The resonant OHD dichroism of 5 mM I, in n-hexane 
pumped and probed by 30 fs pulses at 580 nm and (b) the Fourier 
transforms of this response. Solvent bands are not observed in the reso- 
nant dichroic responses. 

The relative phasing of these time evolution pathways is 
essentially reversed for electronically resonant chro- 
mophores and short pulses. Thus, constructive interfer- 
ences occur for the resonant dichroic response and destruc- 
tive interferences contribute to the resonant birefringent 
intramolecular responses. No such interferences contribute 
to the cross section of cw Raman scattering due to the 
monochromatic character of the excitation. 

The pulse width and detuning controls the extent of 
this interference effect and contributes to a small constant 
phase shift to all ground state responses in the fast pulse 
limit (pulse width < resonant optical dephasing time). 
Hence, the relative magnitudes of the dichroic and bire- 
fringent responses when the electronically resonant pulse 
duration is shorter than all other material dephasing times 
are pulse width dependent. The resonant birefringent re- 
sponses nearly vanishes for the shortest pulse durations, 
i.e., when the complex third-order polarization amplitude 
is almost entirely real. Analogously, in the fast optical 
dephasing limit, the relative strength of the resonant bire- 
fringent and dichroic responses and the td independent 
phase shift of these nuclear responses are controlled by the 
relative magnitudes of the optical dephasing time constant 
and the vibrational period (ground or excited state re- 
sponse). When molecular responses are dominated by ex- 
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cited state dynamics, i.e., T, > oif’, the resonant birefrin- 
gent response also vanishes. 

The electronically resonant or nonresonant birefrin- 
gence and dichroism are proportional to the imaginary and 
real parts of the complex total (i.e., sum over all density 
matrix histories) third order polarization amplitude, 
a~~( t), respectively. In contrast, the observed spontaneous 
(or stimulated) Raman scattering spectrum is propor- 
tional to just the imaginary part of p3 (t). A more complete 
picture of the vibrational nuclear response function may be 
provided by a comparison of the birefiingent and dichroic 
responses which are respectively proportional to the imag- 
inary and real parts of the nuclear response function at 
least for some off-resonant samples. 

The comparison of time and frequency domain analy- 
sis of nonresonant Raman vibrational resonances leads to a 
satisfying confirmation of theory but raises questions about 
the practical significance of nonresonant two-pulse pump- 
probe studies of intramolecular modes particularly. A Fou- 
rier transform of the OHD ground state vibrational re- 
sponse time dependence is shown to be proportional to the 
anisotropic part of the Raman scattering tensor, i.e., the 
depolarized light scattering spectrum. In accordance with 
theory, the nonresonant birefringence of chloroform is 
found to decay with the same time constant (1.4 ps) that 
corresponds to the observed depolarized spontaneous Ra- 
man scattering bandwidth. Furthermore, the relative con- 
tributions of the two low frequency CHCl, intramolecular 
modes (262 and 365 cm-‘) is identical to that observed in 
the spontaneous Raman spectrum. To the best of our 
knowledge this is the most rigorous comparison of a time 
and frequency domain analysis of Raman resonances. Al- 
though the vibrational dephasing time and relative inten- 
sities agreement is satisfying, these femtosecond nonreso- 
nant birefringence measurements reveal no new information 
about intramolecular ground state modes as compared with 
the Raman frequency domain analysis. However, this non- 
resonant OHD birefringent technique is of great value for 
the direct observation of very low frequency collective, in- 
termolecular and rotational reorientational motions which 
are much more difficult to observe in frequency domain 
spectral analysis. Furthermore it remains to be seen 
whether OHD nonresonant birefringence observations 
with even shorter pulses may more easily resolve nonexpo- 
nential decays than the corresponding depolarized Raman 
spectrum. 

However, an advantage of these time domain experi- 
ments as compared to frequency domain, i.e., spontaneous 
Raman scattering that this analysis illustrates, is that the 
low frequency contribution from the nonresonant solvent, 
which can often dominate the resonance Raman spectrum 
of a solution, is missing in the OHD dichroic responses. 
Thus those low frequency intra- and intermolecular de- 
grees of freedom coupled to the resonant chromophore in a 
solution may be more clearly observed via time domain 
measurements than frequency domain studies. 

The treatment described here has been limited to a 
three or four molecular level description, in the absence of 
inhomogeneous broadening, excited and probed by identi- 

cal pulses (one-color pump-probe). The extension of this 
path specific approach to include more sophisticated vi- 
bronic and vibrational response functions, as well as the 
effects of electronic and vibrational inhomogeneities, and 
two-color pump-probe responses can be readily incorpo- 
rated. More detailed and quantitative calculations of the 
relative (and absolute) magnitudes and phases of the res- 
onant birefringence and dichroism of real molecular sys- 
tems, such as the previously reported 1,,13 results will de- 
pend on a multiexcited state level description which 
includes cross terms. A more complete treatment of non- 
resonant responses should also include those density ma- 
trix time histories excluded here by the RWA. 

Finally, both ground and excited state dynamics are 
shown here to contribute to the initial phase and magni- 
tude of the ground and excited state nuclear responses. A 
subsequent wave packet treatment will more explicitly 
show how the dynamics on the various electronic state 
surfaces accounts for the relative phase and magnitudes of 
these responses. 
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APPENDIX 

When the pump and probe pulse durations are less 
than the optical dephasing time of the resonant electronic 
transition, r < T,, the magnitudes of the OHD birefringent 
and dichroic responses are dependent on the complex in- 
tegral G(A)L(A’) where 

m 
t 

G(A) L(A’) = 
s 

dt e-‘12’eiAt 
-co s 

&t e- t’2/2r2eiA’t’ 

--m 
(AlI 

The real and imaginary parts of this expression can be 
approximated for near resonant short pulse excitation by 
expanding the exponentials in Eq. (Al). For the integral 
over t’, [L(A’)], we have upon expanding eiA’t’ up to 
terms third order in t’ 

t 
Re L(A’) = 

s 
dt’ ewtr2i2g( 1 -A’2t’2/2) 

--m 
A12? 

=- te-“*‘+ (1 -A’*?/2) [ (7r/2)“2r 
2 

+J27e-“2’{(t/J2j27)+2(t/J27)3/1 -3 

+22(t/\127)5/1.3.5+...}], (A21 
t 

Im L(A’) = 
I 

&’ e-t’2/2$(A,t’-Ah’3t’3/6) 

=- ;:ge-Zng (1 -A’2t2/6-A’2?/3). (A3) 
When the exp( iht) factor of G( A) is similarly expanded to 
the ts term and Eqs. (A2) and (A3) are substituted in Eq. 
(Al) we have 
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WIG(A) L(A’)3 

I 
m 

= dte-“2P[(1-A2~/2)Re L(A’) 
-co 

-(At-A3ts/6)Im L(A’)], (A4) 

ImCG(A)L(A’)3 

s 
m 

= dt e-““[ (1 -A2$/2)Im L(A’) 
-co 

+(At-A3t?/6)Re L(A’)]. (A5) 

When the expressions for the real and imaginary parts of 
L(A’) are substituted into Eq. (A4), the real part of 
G(A)L(A’) is given by 

m 
= 

s 
dt em”’ AA’? [ t- A*$/61 [ I- A’2?/6 

--m I 

X ( (7r/2) 1’2re-2nf +t+t3/3?+tS/15+*-*) . II 
(A61 

Only even powers of t make nonzero contributions to this 
integral, thus we simply have 

Re{G(A)L(A’))= Js, dte-“2P(1-A2?/2) 

~(l-A’~?/2)(~/2)“~r 

=(1-A’2&2)(1-A2$/2)~~. 

(A7) 
The imaginary part of this expression can be given as the 
sum of four contributions 

Im{G(A)L(A’>3=I,+I,+r3+I4, 

II= m I dt e-2/272 Im L( A’) 
--co 

=&“,?A’( - 1+5A’?/12), 

t-48) 

(A84 

A2 m 
I2= -y 

J- 
dt e-2/22? Im L (A’) 

-co 
T’/~~A~A’ 

= 
4 (1 -7A’2$/12), (A8b) 

13=A m 
s 

dt e-‘122t Re L (A’) 
--co 

=~‘/~~A(l-h’~?/4), (A8c) 

A3 00 
I4= -3 

s 
dt e-2’22? Re L (A’) 

--m 

~T+/~?A~ =- 
12 (1 -21A’272/60). (A8d) 

Thus for the imaginary part of G(A) L( A’) these terms 
may be reorganized as 

ImCG(NL(A’)3 

=~“~~(h-h’) l- [( !!g)(lq 

(A-A’)2? 5 
+ 12 -48 A2A’2r4 1 (A9) 

-T~“~?(A-A’)(~-A~~/~)(~-A’~T?~). - (AlO) 
Equation (AlO) results when Ar < 1 and A’T < 1 as taken 
here. Thus, the relative magnitudes of the real and imagi- 
nary parts of this two-time pulse integral is given in the fast 
pulse limit by 

Im G(A) L(A’) T 
Re G&L&j =;;IA (‘-“)’ (All) 

It should also be noted that the real part of G(A) L(A’) 
will always be a positive quantity while the sign of the 
imaginary part of G(A)L(A’) will depend on (A-A’). 
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